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Foreword

Welcome to the University of Sydney Conservative Club
in 2021. This year’s Sydney Tory is particularly
momentous as we celebrate the Club’s tenth
anniversary and the tenth time that we have offered a
publication to new and returning students at Welcome
Week.
Just over a decade ago, a small group of passionate
students banded together to form the Club because of
our unwavering commitment to western civilisation

CHRISTOPHER RATH
FOUNDER OF THE SYDNEY UNIVERSITY
CONSERVATIVE CLUB //
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NSW LIBERAL PARTY

and liberal democracy.

But conservatism means little unless we spread the

Starry-eyed and ambitious for our fledgling Club, we

new members to our cause. Over recent years the Club

wanted to combine conservatism with a strong value
proposition for our members. This mission still exists
today, as the Club continues to go from strength to

message to the broadest possible audience and attract
has perfected the value proposition it delivers to its
members. Whether you want to network with political
and business leaders, campaign at elections, develop

strength.

evidence-based policy in line with your values, or

Conservatism is timeless, pragmatic and liberal. It is

the Conservative Club is your home on campus.

attend awesome events and meet new friends, then

timeless because it seeks to conserve the
institutions and values that have stood the test of

I hope you enjoy your time with the Conservative Club

time. It is pragmatic because it is practical, cautious

as much as I did. I know that the Club’s next ten years

and evidence based, rather than radical and

will be even better than its first.

ideological. It is liberal because it views freer
markets and freer people as virtuous, but also
because such freedoms are underpinned by
classical liberal institutions and values.

In Australia and the Anglosphere, we owe this
conservative-classical liberal philosophical inheritance
to Edmund Burke. We also continue to draw inspiration
from its most successful practitioners in the modern
era- John Howard, Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan.

Just over a decade ago, a small group of
passionate students banded together to
form the Club because of our
unwavering commitment to western
civilisation and liberal democracy.
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CURING THE CANCER OF
CANCEL CULTURE
The first classic novel I read cover-to-cover was Oscar
Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890). It served
as a catalyst for my love of language and literature.
The story reads like a gothic version of the myth of
Narcissus. Dorian has a portrait painted of him.
Dorian loves his beauty so much that he sells his soul
to the devil to stay youthful while his portrait ages.
He embarks on a life of indulgence and hedonism,
and the portrait begins to exhibit his moral
corruption.

JULIA KOKIC
PRESIDENT

Oscar Wilde’s magnum opus, appreciated today, was
scorned by Victorian audiences. They accused the

Consequences for expressing an opinion can range

novel of offending the public morality with its

from a contract not being renewed to full blown

homoerotic undertones, and Wilde was later

public humiliation and loss of livelihood and dignity.

imprisoned under the charge of sodomy. The
criminal case against him was supplemented by

Standards of morality shift over time. Australian

excerpts of his written works.

feminist Germaine Greer went from being
celebrated for her radical views on feminism to

Wilde was, in a way, a victim of a cancel culture. He

being accused of transphobia. Overnight she was

had offended public morality, and suffered the

transformed from champion of female liberation to

consequences of alienation and imprisonment. The

agent of hate.

sinister fact is that the British public no doubt
thought themselves morally justified at the time for

The anonymous mob gets to decide what is right

imprisoning Wilde. Yet if he lived in today’s society,

and wrong. Social media has become a colosseum of

his reception would be overwhelmingly positive.

pile-ons and insults for those who dare hold
opinions. It is no wonder then that young people

Cancel culture, in Victorian England and in modern

have gained a reputation for being snowflakes - they

Australia, is a cancer. It smothers creativity with fear,

have every right to be! We have inherited a world of

and bullies people into conformity. Comedians,

walking on eggshells. Life has become a game of

authors, politicians, artists and actors have all found

Survivor. Your livelihood falls into the hands of the

themselves suddenly on ‘the wrong side of history’.

tribal council - except the rules change every day
and there is no opportunity for redemption.
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You can only hope that anything you post today on

Jesus famously rebuked them, saying “Let he who is

social media won’t become offensive tomorrow.

without sin cast the first stone.” This is exactly the

Cancel culture is the antithesis of a healthy liberal

ethos to counter cancel culture. He who has not

democracy. It burns people from all sides of politics.

uttered a careless word, or posted something unwise,
may cast the first stone. Note that this story is not

The problem is that cancel culture immediately

endorsing adultery - it is rather a challenge to the

believes the worst in people, not the best. It operates

hypocritical response of outrage.

on the assumption that a person is deliberately
causing offence; people are judged based upon

Humility is the second angle to attack cancel culture,

reception rather than intent. In post-modernist

a recognition that our society does not have all the

fashion, it doesn’t matter how someone meant it - it

answers and that, in all likelihood, our descendants

matters how you interpret it.

will judge us as harshly as we judge our ancestors. If
each individual took a step back, considering that

What is the solution to this universal madness? My

they might not actually be the supreme arbiter of

instinct is to crawl into myself and never utter a word

morality, perhaps the public square wouldn’t be the

again out of fear that one misstep will ruin my life.

awful place it is now.

But this is not the cure. It simply reinforces the toxic
culture. That is why I am writing this article.

If we recapture forgiveness and humility we can turn
the tide on cancel culture. Jonathan Haidt and Greg

My proposal? A two pronged solution, involving

Lukianoff put it aptly in The Coddling of the

forgiveness and humility.

American Mind: “If we want to create welcoming,
inclusive communities, we should be doing

Cancel culture produces a society without grace or

everything we can to turn down the tribalism and

space for redemption. We must exchange it with a

turn up the sense of common humanity.”

culture of forgiveness. We must return to a public
forum of tolerance, giving the benefit of the doubt.

Along with his literary genius, Oscar Wilde was also a

Even when something is carelessly said or posted,

giver of good advice. “Always forgive your enemies”

are people truly to be condemned for the rest of their

he said, for “nothing annoys them so much.” It is time

lives, suffering such overwhelming consequences?

to pull the plug on this merciless culture. Let us
replace it with good faith and merciful forbearance.

There is a famous story concerning Jesus' response to
the Pharisees, who wished to stone a woman for

Julia Kokic is the President of the Sydney University

adultery.

Conservative Club.
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LESSONS FROM GEORGE
WASHINGTON

The Importance of the Transfer of Power, and

Essential Truths about the Power and Purpose of
Leadership for Future Leaders
The period for a new election of a citizen, to
administer the executive government of the United
States, being not far distant, and the time actually
arrived, when your thoughts must be employed
designating the person, who is to be clothed with
that important trust, it appears to me proper… that I
should now apprise you of the resolution I have
formed, to decline being considered among the
number of those out of whom a choice is to be

ALEXANDER BACK
VICE PRESIDENT

made. George Washington’s 1796 Farewell Address
With such words the previously unheard of
happened. George Washington, a man who quite
literally could have been king, declined a third term
of the Presidency. Save perhaps for recent events at
the United States Capitol, this occurrence would
come as no great surprise to any citizen of a Western
democracy; the transfer of power has become so

The American Founding Fathers (who themselves so
often looked back to Greece and Rome) grappled
greatly with these questions, and much of
Washington’s address is filled with advice, warning
against future dangers that could, and undoubtedly
would, threaten this new American system of
government.

normalised to us that we forget just how truly special
the process is. Washington's refusal to remain head
of state was an action almost without parallel in the
history of the West up to that point. The closest
historical precedent of such magnitude in Western
history is arguably that of Diocletian, one-and-a-half
millenia beforehand, refusing a resumption of the
Purple at a time of crisis. The former emperor was
leaving a legacy, and experiment - in this case, the
Tetrarchy, a system whereby Rome would be ruled
by two senior and two junior emperors. Washington
was leaving behind a new experiement, a new form
of government, and like the Roman example I have
given, there were serious questions about what the
future would look like.

The largely unprecedented nature of this event
noted, let us return to the essential point:
Washington transferred power. This transfer did not
occur on his death, as it does in a monarchy. This
transfer did not happen through civil war or
revolution, or some mix of murder and violence. This
transfer of power occurred because Washington, of
his own free will (and indeed against the wishes of
many) decided that his duty as an American desiring
the best for th Union was ‘compatible’ with his
handing over of the reigns of government, not to an
heir of his body or a party favourite of his choosing,
but to the choice of the American voters.
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This was and remains a truly revolutionary idea, and

Though, in reviewing the incidents of my

an idea that must be as protected as it is respected.

administration, I am unconscious of intentional

In our own country, the notion that the government

error, I am nevertheless too sensible of my defects

exists at the behest and will of one person alone is

not to think it probably that I may have committed

anathema; it is simply assumed that power in our
nation passes from one person or group to another
like clockwork at the will of the governed, not the
whim of the governors. We must be careful not to
forget that such ideas, in all the passage of human
civilisation, are still new, still unusual, and far from
the inevitable state of being of a nation. They must
be maintained, generation to generation, lest they be
forgotten.

many errors. Whatever they may be, I fervently
beseech the Almighty to avert or mitigate
the evils to which they may tend…
Relying on its kindness in this as in other things, and
actuated by that fervent love towards it, which is so
natural…I anticipate with pleasing expectation that
retreat…in the midst of my fellow-citizens, the
benign influence of good laws under a free

Equally revolutionary is Washington’s humility and

government, the ever favourite object of my heart,

gratitude. He acknowledges that the power he held

and the happy reward, as I trust, of our mutual

and the achievements he amassed were possible

cares, labours, and dangers.

only because the people gave him such
opportunities. Such an idea is fundamental to

May such words, now more than ever, remind us of

our understanding of the relationship between the

how truly precious our liberties and freedoms, of

people and their government; public service is no

which democracy remains the greatest and most

right, no tool for personal advancement. Public

important, are. May they remind us of the essential

service ought offer no personal enjoyment or

fact of public life: dignity, honesty and a

satisfaction to the public servant. It ought to be a

commitment to serve others, rather than simply to

sacrifice, a duty, service to something not only other

rule over others, are the true hallmarks of leaders

than oneself, but even greater than oneself.

worthy of the name. Such notions are the great,
weighty and indispensable levers

These are but small selections from a long address,

upon which the successful life and progress of all

an address in which each sentence offers words

free nation-states upon this earth must find their

worth eternal remembrance. I will close with a part

hinge.

you may know, famously quoted in the musical
Hamilton. In it is contained words of golden
importance, reminders of the attitude and humility
required by those who seek any form of leadership.

Alexander Back is the Vice President of the Sydney
University Conservative Club
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SHOULD CONSERVATIVES
STAND WITH TRUMP?
No. Conservatives should not stand with Donald
Trump. In fact, Trump’s presidency and the wave of
right-wing populism that has come with it is an
insult to the tradition of conservatism.
Like many, I was surprised when Donald Trump won
the Republican Primary in 2016. Never did I imagine
such a man could lead the free world, especially in
the name of a party which largely appeals to
conservative voters. And unsurprisingly, in more
ways than not, the presidency of Donald Trump has
been antithetical to the core of conservatism.

ROHAN BHATIA
VICE PRESIDENT

Burkean ideals of small government, constitutional

By undermining the vote of the American people,

protections and due process have been undermined

immaturely clinging to conspiracies of ‘election

by chaotic executive overreach and childish protest

theft’ and attempting clear executive overreach in

towards the transfer of power to incoming President

regards to the Supreme Court with “Stop the Steal” –

Joe Biden.

Trump erodes the very idea upon which
conservatism finds its base: Democracy itself.

Roger Scruton, the great modern Conservative
philosopher, once said “Conservatism starts from a

Our society’s functioning mechanism is liberty,

sentiment that good things are easily destroyed, but

founded on personal responsibility and a respect for

not easily created”. This is plainly true for our social

others with due process for all. It’s about accepting

institutions, steeped in centuries of tradition and

that in life, things sometimes don’t go to plan. Yet as

heritage.

Trump has made clear on countless occasions, he is
prepared to abandon any of his duty as the ‘leader of

Conservatism is based on these traditions, rooted in

the free world’ in pursuit of his own ego.

the customs of the constitution. These very same
institutions and customs allow us to live in civil

But don’t get me wrong, this isn’t just a theme of the

society, saving us from animalistic, chaotic

past three months – it’s been an underlying tone

lawlessness.

threaded throughout Trump’s entire presidency.

Yet over the past three months, President Trump has
acted in a manner utterly antithetical to these ideals.
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Take one of the key issues Trump campaigned on in

Edmund Burke once noted that conservatism rests

2016 – the need to protect American jobs, specifically

upon the assumption that society consists of the

in industries where the country was becoming more

“partnership of the dead, the living and the unborn."

and more uncompetitive.

Naturally, this leads to a conservative obligation to
care and protect the environment. Conservation is

In one of conservatism’s founding documents, The

inherently a conservative principle.

Wealth of Nations, Scottish Economist Adam Smith
argued that protecting dying industries with trade

As Roger Scruton once wrote, “To be a conservative

barriers will hurt a country in the long term. In fact,

is to value the cultural and political traditions we

he argued, protectionism would simply create an

have inherited from the past, to hold them in trust,

unproductive economy that would fall behind more

and to pass them along undiminished to our

productive global competitors.

descendants. To be a conservationist is to value our
ecological heritage and to pass it along

Yet Trump’s protectionist policies seem more like

undiminished to our descendants. By this telling,

those of 20th century socialist governments,

environmentalism ought not to have a leftish slant

insulating degenerating sectors from any

at all.”

competition and bringing on economic stagnation.
Leader of the Conservative Party and Prime Minister
Had Trump have followed a conservative approach

of the UK, Boris Johnson, has manifested these

to revitalising the American economy, his presidency

conservative ideals over the past twelve months,

would’ve focused on embracing the strengths of the

utilising the COVID-19 crisis to catalyse a “green

rapidly growing Asian continent. Instead of trying to

recovery”. His ’10-Point Plan for a Green Industrial

revive dying manufacturing industries, he would

Revolution’ provides many initiatives, seeking

have instead acted to bolster America’s clear

innovation through cutting-edge technology

comparative advantage in being a global leader in

designed to achieve new energy ambitions

technological innovation and high-quality services –

including carbon capturing, electric vehicles and

targeting Asia’s rising middle class to fortify his

hydrogen production. Clearly, Johnson recognises

nation’s economy.

that conservation continues to be a pillar in
Conservative policy moving forward.
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Trump, on the other hand, swiftly left the Paris
Agreement in 2017 as one of his first major acts as
President – claiming it would needlessly, “undermine
[the US] economy”. He also criticised and
substantially cut the United States’ commitment to
the Green Climate Fund, an international framework
devised to assist developing countries adapt to
climate change and greener economic practices.
Quite simply, Trump’s presidency has not shown a
skerrick of concern for the preservation of our
environment.
To lump all people with political leanings right of
centre is a clear mistake. Conservative philosophy

FIVE TIPS FOR
CONSERVATIVE
FIRST YEARS
Enrolling at USYD as a first year?
Here's the USYD Conservative Club's
top 5 tips for you!

Avoid anyone wearing a red shirt
Communists are not just from your modern history

champions constitutional protections and small

course. They not only exist, but are organised all over

government. Trump displays executive overreach in

Sydney University. Steer clear, unless you want to

overturning a democratic vote. Conservative
philosophy champions competition and free trade.

hear the looping argument that communism “just
hasn’t been applied correctly yet”.
Don’t pick up Honi Soit if you’re looking for quality

Trump champions narrow-minded protectionism

journalism

and restrictive trade policies. Conservative

Anyone right of the radical left is ridiculed in this

philosophy champions the preservation and beauty

rag. And when it’s not shaming the students, it’s
catering to a niche subsection of pseudo-

of the environment. Trump recklessly forgoes

intellectuals with impenetrable articles about eco-

responsibility to care for future generations with his

feminism and why maths is racist.

reluctance to commit to any kind of Environmental
policy.

Never sign a petition
You think there’s no harm in signing a free

Trump is simply not a conservative.

speech/right to protest petition on campus? Think
again. If you give your details expect to be hassled
with phone calls inviting you to rallies.

Rohan Bhatia is the Vice President of the Sydney
University Conservative Club

Bring your airpods to lectures
About the first 10 minutes of an in-person arts
lecture is usually interrupted by strikers or
protestors, who give their spiel up the front and
interrupt your education. You’re better off putting in
your airpods and tuning into 2GB.

See your marxist education as a strength rather
than a weakness
As frustrating as it can be, there’s a lot to learn from
the other side. Keep an open mind, just not open
enough for your brains to fall out. Being educated in
the philosophies you disagree with can develop your
empathy and critical thinking skills.
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AUSTRALIA DAY: THE BOND OF
CITIZENSHIP
On this day, seventy-two years ago, the Nationality
and Citizenship Act 1948 came into effect, for the
first time rendering those who lived within the
Commonwealth of Australia as legal citizens of this
country. Prior, they had only been British subjects, a
uniform nationality status across the British Empire;
any issued passports were British, not Australian. The
Act allowed those of good character who resided
here to become Australian citizens in addition to

MAIA EDGE
SECRETARY

their subject status. Citizenship “provided a common
bond, involving reciprocal rights and obligations to
unite all Australians," which continues to this day.

The modern political idea of citizenship grew in
importance with the expansion of liberal democracy

The Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948 was not a
unique piece of legislation at the time. The
enactment of a citizenship law in Canada prompted
a British Commonwealth Conference which agreed
that each self-governing nation would have the
freedom to define its own citizenship. Similar acts
were passed in Britain, New Zealand, South Africa
and other Commonwealth nations over the next few
years.

throughout the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, with
the authority of governments being derived from
election by the people of a sovereign state,
evidenced most importantly in the Constitution of
the United States, famously opening with the words
“We the people”. The association of particular rights
and obligations with citizenship has continued to
today; the Department of Home Affairs lists
privileges such as voting and consular assistance, as
well as obligations like obeying laws and serving on

The concept of citizenship, of course, first developed
outside in the Commonwealth. Like many features

a jury if called to do so as such rights and
responsibilities.

of our current society, early forms of citizenship
emerged in ancient Greek city-states, applying only
to those who owned property. They had the right to
vote, but had an obligation to pay taxes and serve in
the military. This developed further in the Roman
Empire, with Emperor Caracalla's AD 212 Edict
expanding citizenship, and the legal privileges that
came along with it, to all free male inhabitants of the
Empire.

It would be wrong to publish this article on Australia
Day without specific mention of the first Australians,
the Indigenous peoples who inhabited this land long
before European colonisation. During the 1938 Day of
Mourning, a resolution was moved which included
an appeal for “a new policy which will raise our
people to full citizen status and equality within the
community”.

THE SYDNEY TORY
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The Australian Citizenship Act 2007, the most recent

The Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948 did give

legislation in Australian Nationality law, states in the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

preamble, “Australian citizenship is a common

citizenship, but the Act failed to provide them key

bond… uniting all Australians, while respecting their

privileges associated with Australian citizenship.

diversity.” Today, in ceremonies nationwide,

They could not vote until in 1962 the Menzies
government amended the Commonwealth Electoral
Act 1918,1 and the Commonwealth of Australia was

migrants to this land will celebrate their newly
conferred status as Australian citizens, but this
should not overshadow commemoration of the

unable to make laws for Indigenous Australians in

many Indigenous people who endured horrors that

the states nor count them in the census until the

occurred during European colonisation.

1967 referendum that occurred during the Holt
government.

Maia Edge is the Secretary of the Sydney University
Conservative Club

FIND YOUR THESIS TOPIC
PICK THE MONTH YOU WERE BORN
JAN - Dismantling the

MAY - Alienating the

SEPT - Exposing the

FEB - Dialectics of the

JUNE - Overthrowing the

OCT - Unlearning the

MARCH - Deconstructing the

JULY - Emancipating the

NOV - Decolonising the

APRIL - Revolutionising the

AUGUST - Redistributing the

DEC - Liberating the

PICK THE DAY YOU WERE BORN
1 - Patriarchy

9 - Prisons

17 - Gender norms

2 - Proletariat

10 - Power Relations

18 - Ramsay Centre

3 - Bourgeoisie 11 - Collectives

19 - Filibuster

4 - Climate

12 - Socialism

20 - Fossil Fuels

5 - Uni cuts

13 - Corporations

21 - Scott Morrison

6 - Solidarity

14 - Political Correctness

22 - Privilege

7 - Bodies

15 - Xenophobia

23 - Wealth

8 - Police

16 - Unions

24 - Language

25 - Revolution
26 - Big 4
27 - Neo-liberals
28 - Internationalism
29 - Capitalism
30 - Academia
31 - Murdoch Press
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WHY EVERY ELECTION COUNTS

If you had asked me 6 years ago what came to mind
when someone said, ‘local council’ or ‘Mayor’ I would
have answered something along the lines of “red,
white and blue banners, cheesy slogan and town
halls”. And while my ‘I watched one too many
Hallmark movies as a child and am totally clueless
about the actual role of local government’ response
is probably very common, it doesn’t mean that this is
some ideal perception to hold.

SARAH HALNAN
TREASURER

In 2015, my home, the quiet Northern Beaches of
Sydney, became a site of debate and protest. The
NSW Government’s Independent Pricing and

However, despite their humble beginnings, councils

Regulatory Tribunal had recommended that the

have evolved drastically over the last century,

three existing councils in my area merge. Suddenly

expanding their services to encompass libraries,

local government was a hot topic, main roads

swimming pools, parks, community centres, support

featured colourful signs, ‘Keep LOCAL Government

groups and other welfare services. Thus, while in

LOCAL’ and ‘UNITE US / NOT DIVIDE US.' Drawn to

the long-term amalgamation would see significant

the drama occurring in my local community, my

efficiency gains and a fiscal surplus, in the short-

investigation into the role of local government

term harmonisation of services would not be as

began.

painless as coordinating waste collection and
footpath repairs. Ultimately, the benefits were

Local government, as the name implies, exists to

projected to outweigh these concerns and

service the need of the local community. The first

challenges and councils were united in 2016.

successful local governments in Australia appeared
in the late 1850s, with a focus on raising funds for

And while the majority of my community seemed to

rural and outer-urban roads. The functions of local

move on, back to their normal lives or perhaps to

government, largely similar to how we know them

bigger and better things, it has been over 5 years and

today, were enshrined in the 1919 Local Government

I have never been able to shake my fixation with

Act. From the provisions of this Act stemmed the

local council.

concept of councils having three core
responsibilities: ‘roads, rubbish and rates,’
colloquially known as ‘the three R’s’.
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In 2018, I signed up for the Northern Beaches Council

While both engaging topics, I question whether they

inaugural ‘Youth Advisory Group’. It

are a justifiable expense given that I can count on

was during my time in that group that my

one hand the number of people I know who are

disillusionment with local council started. As

actually subscribed to council’s email updates

members of “YAG”, teenagers were fed gourmet

through which sign up for these courses are offered.

pizza and sushi each meeting (at rate payers’

Unfortunately, this means such seminars are often

expense) and would spend hours discussing what

just a blatant waste of ratepayer money.

colour fidget spinners and pop-sockets the council
should order as promotional merchandise (you have

If only the poor financial management ended there!

no idea how much I wish I was kidding right now).

In 2020 alone numerous councils around NSW
resolved to increase rates, in spite of the first

As a budding conservative, this didn’t sit right with

recession in 29 years occurring concurrently.

me. If the general public were aware of what their

Simultaneously, councillors including members of

rates were being spent on, would they be pleased

Willoughby and North Sydney council, decided to

with the constant year-on-year rate increases?

increase their remuneration by 25% while staff faced
wage freezes due to the pandemic. How can it be

It would seem such accountability concerns are not

said that local government is the ‘government of the

exclusive to the Northern Beaches. In 2017 Dr Kerryn

people’ if we consistently see elected representatives

Phelps, independent councillor for the City of

disregarding the interest of their own communities

Sydney, resigned citing a ‘lack of transparency’

in favour of pursuing personal financial gain?

around the council’s expense policies under longserving Lord Mayor Clover Moore.

I wish I could tell you all my years of obsessing over
local government had led me to discover a quick

As elected representatives, at the most localised

and easy method to eradicate the incompetence,

level of government, it doesn’t seem unreasonable to

selfishness and subterfuge plaguing our local

expect councillors would think carefully about and

government system, but sadly I’ve had no such

disclose where ratepayers hard-earned money is

luck.

allocated.
The only solution if for conservatives to do what we
While many services provided by local councils have

do best: get involved in the democratic process,

become essential to Australians maintaining their

campaign, exercise our right to vote, utilise council

quality of life, frivolous spending persists. A prime

services, attend community consultations and

example? Workshops, which on the Northern

provide feedback, read candidates policies, ask

Beaches include topics such as 'Keen to learn about

questions of our representatives and seek to hold

birds?’ and ‘Bike maintenance and repair’.

them accountable. While local government may not
seem as glamourous as state or federal government,
we must never forget that every election counts.
Sarah Halnan is the Treasurer of the Sydney
University Conservative Club
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THE GREAT RESET:
NOT SO GREAT?
On the 3rd of June in 2020, the World Economic
Forum (WEF), led by Director Klaus Schwab and the
Prince of Wales, announced ‘The Great Reset,'
advocating for an economic recovery based heavily
upon ‘mutual progress’ and environmental
initiatives. Under the proposal which will be
presented at the Davos summit in January, it calls for
“Carbon pricing (that) can provide a critical pathway
to a sustainable market” and “Accelerating green

MATTHEW HARTE
EVENTS OFFICER

investments (that) can offer job opportunities in
green energy”, among other things.
Where, as a conservative, can I start? As I intimated, a

Perhaps Lagarde should listen to her own

core tenet of the proposed reset would include

subordinates, who found that “Only buying green

accelerating green investments, in turn generating

bonds would have a small and temporary effect on

job opportunities for those retrenched by the

polluting emissions.” (ECB WPS). The paper goes on,

pandemic or those who previously worked in

stating that macroeconomic variables such as

carbon-intensive industries.

unemployment and production would improve
temporarily. However “Its expansionary effect also

This all makes sense on the surface. But how do they

boosts brown production in the early periods,

plan on achieving this?

driving a slightly higher rise in pollution.” (Alessandro
Ferrari).

ECB President Christiane Lagarde flagged bond
purchases for carbon-neutral projects as a means of

Lagarde’s vision for a money-printing frenzy to fund

funding future projects. In line with the Reset’s

green projects may also “Inhibit markets’ ability to

vision, the current €2.8T quantitative easing

accurately price climate risk, deterring some

program could be expanded to compel investments

investors from getting involved.” (Trevor Allen, BNP

that would otherwise be infeasible for the private

Paribas). In other words, the market may become

sector.

too distorted by the ECB, causing investors to look
elsewhere despite the debt guarantee that QE offers.

Talk about a monumental interference of the free
market!
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All of these economic issues come without

In 2019, the IMF reported that the average carbon

mentioning the political issues. Bundesbank

price hovers around US $2 per ton of C02. However,

President Jens Weidmann decried Lagarde’s push

the World Bank discovered that the most efficient

for green QE, as “In the long term, its independence

price in which emissions would reduce in line with

(the ECB) could be called into question.” and that

the Paris Agreement would have to range between

the principle of market neutrality could be violated

US$40 – $80 per ton globally. Imagine the global

as the ECB favours specific industries.

supply chain and general economic activity
disruptions that would occur from this?

Sounds like Modern Monetary Theory for the
renewables industry to me. But we couldn’t possibly

Who is going to take the brunt of the inevitable price

question it, right? (Re: Donald Trump and Paul

increases? I somehow suspect the folks attending

Keating – who would have thought these two would

the Davos Summit won’t be.

be in the same boat together!)
In December 2020, the World Economic forum
It simply does not seem like a recipe for success.

posted the Davos Manifesto, which puts forth a

There also seems to be a pattern – revolutionary

vision of the fourth industrial revolution and asks

promises that fall short of everyone’s expectations.

“What kind of capitalism do we want?”.

Despite advocating for the free market in their

Assuming that this so-called fourth industrial

respective addresses, both Prince Charles and Klaus

revolution is the vision of a new type of capitalism,

Schwab signalled the need for a carbon pricing

Klaus Schwab said “What the fourth industrial

mechanism as a means of reducing pollution.

revolution will lead to is a fusion of our physical,
digital and biological identity”.

Any economist cantell you that introducing any
form of tax during an economic recovery is foolish

I guess C. S. Lewis was right about the “abolition of

and would simply reduce output and job

the man”.

opportunities, depressing the recovery period. As
expenses increase for business, less money is

Capitalism and liberal ideals of life, liberty and the

available to hire new workers or expand their

pursuit of happiness go hand-in-hand.

operations. This process then ripples into
complementary industries.

You cannot have one without the other.
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To put the icing on the cake, Dr. Schwab suggested
the use of brain scans and microchips to predict the
future behaviour of individuals!
I am not kidding.
In one of his many books about this new world
vision, he put it like this:
“Even crossing a national border might one day
involve a detailed brain scan to assess an individual’s
security risk.”

Start of
r
e
t
s
e
m
e
S
Drinks

The vision of having digital health passports,
microchips and smartphones tracking every move
you make is alarmingly chilling. It certainly deprives
the individual of their liberty.
I think it is fairly clear that this new vision for the
world offered by the World Economic Forum is

11th of March, 6PM
Location upon RSVP

spine-chilling. Despite claiming a radical reform of
capitalism, the fine print clearly manifests a world
with tighter economic regulation and suffocating
limits on the individual.
It’s time we the people take individual responsibility
to educate ourselves on the agenda of the radical
left. The fine print is much more important than the
selling price.
Matthew Harte is the Events Officer of the Sydney
University Conservative Club

Email
usyd.conservative@gmail.com to
secure your spot!
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GIVE AUSTRALIA SOME SPACE
IN THE SPACE RACE
Australia has a history of putting to the wayside
Space issues and programs. Consequently, Australia
lags behind the rest of the world in Space
innovation. It is now imperative that we catch up in
the ‘space sector’. After all, we are the best country
in the galaxy.
Space has been left rather unexplored during the
half century following Neil Armstrong’s 1969 moon
landing. Having imprinted the United States' legacy
upon the vast expanse of this new frontier, the Space
Race of the late 20th century reached its end. The
US and the newly founded Russian Federation later

BEN JORGENSEN
INTERNET
OFFICER

established the International Space Station

There is so much potential for Australians to take the

together.

lead in Space to innovate, further fortifying the
industry and taking its rightful place internationally

The Space Station Intergovernmental Agreement

as a leader of our final frontier.

formed the foundation of Space collaboration
between fifteen governments. Australia did not sign

Space is currently used primarily for a treble of

it, limiting our Space capabilities in both security,

capabilities: remote sensing of Earth, scientific

technology and exploration capacities.

exploration and communications systems. Many of
the common conveniences Australians have come

Jerome Schnee crystallises the importance of

to expect in their daily lives are largely due to

tapping into the wealth that Space has to offer, as he

innovation in Space technology and services.

estimates the indirect economic return of human
Space exploration. For example, notably, the

Daily weather forecasting, online banking, GPS

International Space Station has returned many

navigation, internet access, autonomous mining

times the initial public investment.

vehicles and emergency management: all of these
small luxuries have Space technology to thank for

Australia must pursue a Space capability that rivals
our close allies. A formidable alliance could be
formed between the US and Australia for both
interstellar defence and innovation.

their existence.
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Australia annually spends over 500 million dollars on
satellite systems operated offshore. There is no
guarantee that local industry will derive benefit for
involvement in such programs. This damning
revelation pinpoints an under-supported industry,
with untapped potential.
To further deepen the wound, our local Space
industry does not participate in component
construction or spacecraft assembly contracts that
are worth millions of dollars - again, these contracts
are sent offshore.
Highlighted is a need for the local Space industry to
catch up to speed with more established industries,
allowing for further collaborative innovation in all
facets of modernisation. It will take innovation and
technology to pull us out of the economic downturn
of COVID-19, and Space exploration is one of the
ways to do it.
Alternative industries are capitalising on the local
Space industry, such as the private ARIES program. It
is through the development of remote sensing
satellites that imaging systems can be improved,
giving Australians access to world-leading
capabilities.

The Australian landmass offers potential with
stability for cost-effective rocket operations that
attract a number of private commercial satellite
launch vehicle proponent companies. We have a
comparative advantage! This isn’t rocket science.
This is hinged on the international market for
communications and imaging satellite systems, a
market that many international competitors are also
keen to secure.
Currently government administrative arrangements
for Space are split between the broader policy
matters within the Department of Industry, Science,
Energy and Resources and the practical
development program of FedSat under the CSIRO.
Current Liberal governments continue to review the
Space portfolio and improve its capacity to make a
real difference in Space. Notably the partnership
with NASA on the Moon to Mars Initiative, which will
see the government fund 150 million dollars over five
years to enable local industry to thrive in national
and international Space supply chains.
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The Australian Space Agency has imbedded three
integrated elements into the initiative.

WORD SEARCH

- The Supply Chain program, to support engagement
and facilitation of the local Space industry in the
international project;
- The Trailblazer project, to contribute flagship
Australian Space capabilities within the
international Space exploration program,
demonstrating to the world Australian competetive
strengths and capabilities in Space;
- and The Demonstrator project, that desires to open
new revenue streams, business ventures and
markets, fostering new Space capabilities and an
Australian space identity, legacy and heritage.
Much is being done to further Australia’s position in
Space, thanks largely to Liberal governments who
have worked tirelessly on rectifying this gross
oversight in Australian policy-making. I think it’s
time Australians take a further interest in Space
development, propelling us into a new age of
technological advancement.
Will Australia be one of the first nations to Mars?
Let’s hope so!
Ben Jorgensen is the Internet Officer of the Sydney
University Conservative Club
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WHICH CONSERVATIVE ARE YOU?
COURTYARD
CAFE OR
TASTE CAFE?
COURTYARD
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